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I. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY ONE
No action required of institutions.
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II. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY TWO
Statement
The institution must have formal authority from an appropriate governmental
agency or agencies located within the geographic jurisdiction of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools to award degrees.
Formally established as a regional campus in 1968, the University of South Florida St.
Petersburg became a fiscally autonomous campus ofUSF effective July 1, 2001 , through
The Florida Education Governance Reorganization Implementation Act.
As a result, USF St. Petersburg received authority to operate as a "separate organizational
and budget entity ofthe University of South Florida."
A copy of the state legislation providing authorization for USF St. Petersburg's fiscal
autonomy can be found in Pati A, Attachment B.

Minimum Documentation Required
A copy of the charter or letter of authorization from the appropriate
agency/organization indicating that the institution may award degrees and
specifying which degrees may be awarded.
Originally defmed as a regional campus ofUniversity of South Florida in 1968. FS
240.2011 State University Defmed - see Part A, Attachment A. In July, 2001 Florida
Education Governance Reorganization Implementation Act (SB 1162 amending FS
240.527) as University of South Florida St. Petersburg, a fiscally autonomous campus.
See Pati A,
Attachment B.
Until July 1, 2001, the government entity that authorized which degrees could be
awarded was the Florida Board of Regents. Under the Florida Education Governance
Reorganization Act, that authority will come fi:om the Florida Board of Education.
Attachment D provides the Board of Regents' most recent inventory of academic degree
programs.
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III. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY THREE
Statement
The institution must have a governing board of at least five members, which has the
authority and duty to ensure that the mission of the institution is implemented. The
governing board is the legal body responsible for the institution. Evidence must be
provided that the board is an active policy-making board for the institution. The
board is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the financial resources of the
institution are used to provide a sound educational program. The board must not
be controlled by a minority of board members or by organizations or interests
separate from the board. The presiding officer of the board must have no
contractual, employment, or personal or familial interest in the institution. The
majority of other voting members of the board must have no contractual,
employment, or personal or familial financial interest in the institution.
The bylaws of the board or other legal documents must ensure appropriate
continuity in the board membership, usually by staggered terms of adequate length.
The bylaws or other legal documents must ensure the independence of the board.
Amendment of the bylaws must occur only by vote of the board after reasonable
deliberation.
Minimum Documentation Required
1. A description of board and committee membership with a brief background
statement on each board member, including term(s) of office and
compensation (if any) for board service. Indicate which board members, if
any, are employees of the institution.
Effective July 1, 2001, and in accordance with the Florida Education Governance
Reorganization Implementation Act, the legislature enacted SB 1162 calling for
the creation of a University Board of Trustees for each state university and a
Campus Board for the University of South Florida St. Petersburg. A list and
biographical sketches of the university-wide Board ofTrustees follows as
Attachment E. Members are appointed by the Governor, serve in a volunteer
capacity (no compensation), and serve staggered, four-year terms. Trustees may
be reappointed for one additional term not to exceed eight consecutive years of
service. The University Board ofTrustees will appoint to the Campus Board, any
recommendations of the university president, five residents fi·om Pinellas County.
One member of the University Board ofTrustees who resides in Pinellas County
will become a joint member serving on both boards. The University Board of
Trustees and the Campus Board for University of South Florida St. Petersburg are
being formed at the date of this application. The organizational structme of these
boards is described in Part A, Response to Question 18, pages 4-8. It is
anticipated that the articles of incorporation and the bylaws will be developed and
ratified by the boards in September, 2001 after a statewide orientation of
university boards oftrustees.
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2. Board rules and policies.
It is anticipated that the articles of incorporation and the bylaws will be developed
and ratified by the boards in September, 2001 after a statewide orientation of
university boards oftrustees is concluded.

3. Evidence that the governing board is an active policy-making body.
Effective July 1, 2001 the Florida Legislature enacted SB 1162 providing for a
University Board of Trustees and a separate Campus Board for the University of
South Florida St. Petersburg. The legislative language provides that" ...each
university board of trustees will set policy for its institution and serve as the
institution's legal owner and final authority. As the ' body corporate' for the
institution, the board of trustees holds the institution's financial, physical and
human assets and operations in trust and is responsible for efficient and effective
use of resources ... )" One member of the University Board of Trustees will
become a joint member serving on both boards. The Campus Board will perform
the following duties:
•

Review and approve an animal legislative budget to be submitted to the
Commissioner of Education.

•

Approve and submit an armual operating plan and budget for review and
consultation by the University Board of Trustees. The campus operating
budget must reflect the actual funding available to that campus fi:om
separate line-item appropriations contained in each annual General
Appropriations Act.

•

Enter into central support services contracts with the University Board of
Trustees for any services that the campus cannot provide more
economically. The University Board ofTmstees and the Campus Board
will determine in a letter of agreement any allocation or sharing of student
fee revenue between the campus located in Tampa and the campus located
in St. Petersburg.

•

The Board ofTrustees of the University of South Florida may lawfully
delegate other powers and duties to the Campus Board for the efficient
operation and improvement of the campus and for the purpose of vesting
in the campus the attributes necessary to meet the requirements for
separate accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools.
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IV. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY FOUR
Statement
The institution must have a chief executive officer whose primary responsibility is to
the institution. The chief executive officer must not be the presiding officer of the
board.
Until the fall of2001, the chief operating officer at the St. Petersburg campus held the
title of Campus Dean and repmted to the University Provost in Tampa. By action ofthe
USF President, the title was changed to Vice President and Campus Executive Officer,
with a direct repmting line to the president. The USF President instituted this change in
anticipation of the legislative action giving USF St. Petersburg separate budgetary and
operating authority. The Vice President and CEO will work with and through the
Campus Board on the annual operating plan and legislative budget. The Vice President
& CEO will administer the campus under the budget approved by the Campus Board.
The Vice President & CEO will not be the presiding officer of the board nor will he in
any way control the Campus Board.
USF's President can hire and terminate the USF St. Petersburg's Vice President & CEO,
but not without the consultation of the USF St. Petersburg Campus Board.

Minimum Documentation Required
1. A copy of the official document which states the exact title of the chief
executive officer, defines specific duties and responsibilities, and describes
the chief executive officer's accountability.
The Campus Executive Officer ofUSF St. Petersburg's position description is
available in SB 1162 (full text available in Part A, Attachment B). A summary of
the position description from SB 1162 and a letter of offer is provided in
Attachment F.

2. Position description.
Provided in Attachment F.

2. Administrative policy manual.
Available on USF website at www.usfedu.

4. Organizational charts and tables, including names of office holders.
Provided in Attachment F.
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V. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY FIVE
Statement
The institution must be in operation and have students enrolled in degree programs
at the time of the committee visit.
USF St. Petersburg enrolls students in degree-granting programs under the following
colleges: Arts & Sciences, Business, Education, and Fine Arts.
The campus enrolled its first students in the fall of 1968. Students have received degrees
since 1970.

Minimum Documentation Required
Roster of currently enrolled students ordered by degree.
Student Ileadcount *
Un iversity of South Florida St. Petersbu rg - All Coll eges
F an 2000 Final Benchmark

Unden!.raduate Total
First Time in College
Other Freshmen
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year & Beyond
Graduate Total
Masters/EdS
First Time
Masters/EdS Other
PltD/EdD First-Time
PhD/EdD Other
Non-Degree Seeking
Total
Undergradute Total
Graduate Total
First-Professional
Grand Total

Non-Resident
American
Alien
Black
Indian
Asian/Islanders
Male Female Male
Female
Male Female Male Female
52
128
2
6
48
64
11
13
I

0

0
0
6
4
10

I

I

0
6
6
6

2
18
29
6

I
I

2

2
3

2
6

2

I

I

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
19

21

I

2

53
0
3
3
16
31
5

90
6
2
28
53

761
31
12
19
239
460

s

Ill

I

I

2
0

2
0

16
71
2
22

48
187

2

2
3
0
0

16

20
79
5
30

2

9
2

8
4
4

10
8
2

144
98
46

321
168
153

173
114
59

372
197
175

545
311
234

53

79

66

lOS

1016

1898 1234

2275

3509

5
3
5
50
65
10

0
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
3
3
0

0
0
12
35

0
10
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0

I

18
11
7

29

1

36

11

I

I

18

0
0
0

0

76

167

2

7

II

*Includes Marine Science and Nursing.
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Hispanic
White
Total
Total
Male Female Male Female Male Female All

I

2

I
I

2
19
41
4

I

1320
47
II

37
464
761
257

6

927
35
16
24
293
559
134

1621
59
17
46
570
929
282

2548
94
33
70
863
1488
416

53
203
8
18

73
282
13
48

3. A description of the process for determining how achievement of educational results will
be ascertained.
In the attached narrative, see the following:
Discussion of Assessment ofEducational Results, pages 23-25.

4. A copy of the following: a plan for the upkeep of property; a comprehensive safety plan;
current facilities' master plan; and the financial plan.

Physical Plant/Property Plan, Attachment K-1.
Capital Improvement Plan, Attachment K-2.
Comprehensive Safety Plan, Attachment K-3
Financial Plan, Attachment K-4
Description of Campus Master Plan Goals, Attaclunent K-5
USF St. Petersburg Master Plan, see Document USF-6.

5. A description of how the plan relates specifically to the purpose of the institution.

The USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan includes a mission or purpose statement that is derived
from the USF purpose and mission (Shaping Our Future), as explained in the narrative
response to Condition ofEligibility Seven. The Campus "purpose" is defined to include its
mission, key features, values, and vision. These are all linked to the Strategic Direction added
to the USF Strategic Directions through the points that operationalize the campus vision. These
points constitute the campus-wide action plan and, along with the other aspects of purpose,
form the basis for the goals and action plans developed by key units on the campus. See
narrative discussion for details.
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VI. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY SIX
Statement
The institution must offer one or more degree programs based on at least two academic
years at the associate level, at least four academic years at the baccalaureate level, or at least one
academic year at the post-baccalaureate level. The institution may make arrangements for some
instruction to be provided by other accredited institutions through contracts or consortia.
However, the institution itself must provide instruction for all coursework required for at least
one degree program at each level at which it awards degrees. Any alternative approach to
meeting this requirement must be approved by the Commission on Colleges. In all cases, the
institution must be able to demonstrate that it evaluates all aspects of its educational program.
The institution's degree programs must be compatible with its stated purpose and based
upon fields of study appropriate to higher education. Institutions may experiment in developing
and defining new fields of study, but the Commission cannot evaluate for membership an
institution that offers only programs which represent fields of study that are outside of the
expertise ofthe Commission's accredited institutions.
At present, USF St. Petersburg offers 22 full undergraduate degree programs and 6 full master's degree
programs. Attachments H-1 through H-3 include a description ofthe campus's degree-granting
programs and their objectives.
USF St. Petersburg provides instruction for all course work required of each degree program, although
students may choose to enroll at other USF campuses for the same courses.
The degree-granting programs at USF St. Petersburg support its mission to serve, in particular, the
educational needs of Pinellas County. Graduates work in public and private schools, businesses,
social-service agencies and governments throughout the area and beyond.
The strong campus-community bond is reflected, in part, by the degree programs USF St. Petersburg
now offers. Ascertainment of community needs will influence the development of additional degree
programs.
USF St. Petersburg also hosts two additional degree-granting programs - in Marine Science providing
the M.A. and Ph.D. and in Nursing providing the B.A.
The College ofMarine Science, housed on the St. Petersburg campus, operates as a component ofUSF
Tampa. Its dean reports to the Provost in Tampa. USF St. Petersburg provides a number of supp01t
services and cooperates with the College of Marine Science, especially in joint academic and service
projects. For example, the campus's Journalism program and Marine Science collaborate in operating
and supporting the Science Journalism Center. The Environmental Science and Policy program will
engage in cooperative research and teaching activities.
The Nursing program also operates under the auspices of the Tampa campus. Its coordinator repmts to
the Dean of the College ofNursing in Tampa. USF St. Petersburg provides offices, classrooms and
instructional support for the program. In addition, USF St. Petersburg provides undergraduate courses
as part of the nursing students' general education course of study.

Minimum Documentation Required

1.

Catalog containing information regarding the institution's degree programs.
See Index referring to majors degree programs offered at USF St. Petersburg, Attachment G.
See University of South Florida Undergraduate Catalog, Document USF-1.
See University of South Florida Graduate Catalog, Document USF-2.

2.

A description of each degree and a statement regarding the minimum and maximum
period of time which a student has to obtain each degree.
College of Arts & Sciences, Visual and Performing Arts, and Undergraduate StudiesAttachment H -1.
College of Business Administration- Attaclunent H-2.
College of Education - Attachment H-3 .

3.

A statement objectives for each degree program.
College of Arts & Sciences, Visual and Performing Arts, and Undergraduate StudiesAttachment H-1 .
College of Business Administration- Attachment H-2.
College of Education- Attachment H-3.
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VII. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY SEVEN
Statement
The institution must have a clearly defined, published statement of purpose appropriate to an
institution of higher education.
Minimum Documentation Required
1. Official statement of institutional purpose. Indicate how it was developed and approved,
how it is reviewed. (Include a brief history of the institution.)
Response follows on pages II 14.
M

2. A list of institutional publications where the statement of purpose is described.
See University of South Florida Undergraduate Catalog, Document USF-1.
See University of South Florida Graduate Catalog, Document USF-2.
University of South Florida St. Petersburg Statement of Mission and Values is available on the
USF St. Petersburg website at wwwl@stQt.usfedu. An index to this page and the text that
appears on-line follows in Attachment I.

IO

Mission Statement
The mission ofUSF St. Petersburg applies and extends the University of South Florida
Statement oflnstitutional Purpose, which defmes USF as a "multi-campus, comprehensive,
research university." The USF Statement of Purpose recognizes the need to address regional
student characteristics and oppmtunities with the following institutional mission:
The three traditional activities of teaching, research and public service are the
foundation of the University's mission. In the conduct and delivery of its programs, the
University recognizes the special characteristics of its students and the oppmtunities
provided by the location of its campuses in thriving metropolitan areas on Florida's gulf
coast. The University gives particular consideration of programs and activities that can
build on these advantages to achieve national and international distinction.
The mission ofUSF St. Petersburg is as follows:
USF St. Petersburg, as a fiscally autonomous, urban campus ofthe University of South
Florida, commits itself to excellence in teaching, research and service as it provides
accessible educational oppmtunities to the diverse populations, businesses and
institutions throughout Pinellas County and beyond.

USF St. Petersburg's Core Features, Values and Vision
The following features ofUSF St. Petersburg, which constitute the heritage and substance of
the campus, influenced the development of the above mission and the following core values
and vision:

+ faculty committed to excellence in the vital, complementary duties ofteaching, research
and service

+ enhancement of economic development and quality of life through faculty and student
research and the education of qualified graduates

+ undergraduate and graduate degree programs of distinction in alis and sciences,
business, and education

+ interdisciplinary cooperation and respect across academic disciplines

+

student mix of 11 traditional11 younger students and 11 non-traditional 11 working
professionals
+ institutional outlook attuned to anticipating and responding to changing conditions and
demands for educational oppmtunities throughout community and the region
+ cooperation and collaboration with other post-secondary institutions to ensure the best
use of educational facilities and programs for students throughout the county and region
+ smaller, intimate classes that encourage active learning and involvement in research
+ academic envirorunent in which students, faculty and staff value the individual and
diversity
+ a commitment to ethical behavior that begins in classrooms and extends into the
community
+ life-long learning tlu-ough public lectures, classes for residents, the campus-based
Florida Humanities Council, distance-learning courses and library resources
+ campus-community bond that encourages exchange of ideas and partnerships in
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meeting and accomplishing shared goals
outreach initiatives that advance the commonwealth in areas such as housing, child care,
pediatric research, literacy, job training, small~business development and human rights
+ cadre of graduates who, through knowledge and a sense of responsibility, contribute to
the intellectual, economic and cultural vitality of the communities in which they live,
work and serve

+

Core Values:

+
+

We value students as individuals and respect their diversity
We value academic excellence in teaching, research and service
+ We value responsible intellectual fi:eedom and creative potential
+ We value life-long learning
+ We value ethics in professional, civic and personal life
+ We value partnerships with our community
Vision:
The USF St. Petersburg vision is as follows:
Guided by its mission and underlying values, USF St. Petersburg prepares to assume
responsibility for its destiny as Pinellas County's only separately accredited,
comprehensive public university. With fiscal autonomy and resources, USF St.
Petersburg will move aggressively to enhance existing programs and develop new ones
to satisfy the pressing educational needs of students and community it serves. The
campus will remain an equal partner within a major, multi~campus research institution
through mutually beneficial associations, cooperation and shared resources. The
strengths of a unified federation of campuses will enable USF St. Petersburg to realize
its vision efficiently and quickly.
The campus vision (above) consists of four "statements" that are operationalized through a set
of points that provide an additional, detailed foundation for campus-wide planning. These
points are provided in Chapter 3 of the USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan (Document USF-3)
and listed under Condition of Eligibility Eight. The delineation ofthese points provides a
detailed linkage between the campus vision stated above, the strategic direction written by the
campus as part of the USF Strategic Plan, and the individual campus unit action plans in
Chapters 4 and 5 ofthe plan (discussed under Condition ofEligibility Eight). Each ofthese
unit plans includes an individual mission and vision appropriate to the unit and based on the
campus key features: mission, vision and values. These individualized unit mission and vision
statements, in tmn, serve as the foundation for unit goals and action plans (Plan Chapter 5,
discussed under Condition of Eligibility Eight).

Development, Approval and Review of USF St. Petersburg's Mission
When USF St. Petersburg opened as a small regional campus, it operated entirely under the
direction and mission of the Tampa campus. As the campus grew, the need for fiscal autonomy
became clear, along with the need for the campus to articulate its unique mission and vision.
The development of a campus strategic plan provided the impetus for this work, which built
upon the mission that had emerged naturally over time.
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As students, faculty and staff worked to build a campus, USF St. Petersburg's purpose was
evident simply by peering into classrooms. They were filled, for the most part, with students
who found the campus a welcoming place where they could acquire a college degree without
relocating, giving up a career, or committing to full-time study. Evening classes fit their lives
and schedules. USF St. Petersburg acquired an identity- and thereby found its mission, values,
and characteristics - as a campus with convenient, smaller classes, serious students and
dedicated faculty. Public officials and residents alike recognized the importance of a university
in their midst. Lectures, recitals and workshops satisfied a craving for intellectual and cultural
pursuits. A town-gown relationship formed and prospered.
In the Fall of2000, USF President Judy Genshaft asked each college and campus to develop a
strategic plan based on the USF Strategic Plan. The Vice President and Campus Executive
Officer convened a committee to draft that strategic plan to guide USF St. Petersburg in
preparing for separate accreditation and increased autonomy within USF. As an integral pati of
the planning process, the committee developed the mission, values, and characteristics to serve
as the basis for all future planning and evaluation.
The committee was comprised of the Associate Dean ofthe campus, the college coordinators
(arts and sciences, business, and education), the chair of the Campus Faculty Council, the
Directors of Student Affairs, Advancement, Finance and Librru·y, and a staff person
experienced in strategic planning.
Meeting weekly throughout the fall term, the committee reviewed data, conducted a SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis and studied strategic-plan models. In
addition, it reviewed a comprehensive study, commissioned by the state legislature, by the
Postsecondary Education Plarming Commission. The study, conducted earlier in 2000,
identified the educational needs of several counties, including Pinellas County, which USF St.
Petersburg principally serves. Among its fmdings were that Pinellas County leaders wanted
expanded baccalaureate studies at the St. Petersburg campus.
In early November of2000, the committee shared its fmdings and first draft with four- to fiveperson panels from three colleges. A town-hall type meeting followed for the entire campus.
The Campus Advisory Board, comprised of 50 business and community leaders in the Tampa
Bay area, also reviewed the committee's work. Their responses helped the committee refme its
report. Over the spring term the strategic plan underwent additional review internally, reached
its fmal form on May 15, 2001, and was submitted to USF President Genshaft.

USF St. Petersburg's strategic plan, including the mission, core values, and campus
characteristics, will undergo review every year at the outset of the Fall semester by a standing
committee of faculty, staff, administrators, students and community leaders.
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History of USF St. Petersburg
In the fall of 1965, the University of South Florida opened a campus along St. Petersburg's
Bayboro Harbor without celebration or ceremony. More than 250 freshmen needed a place to
live and study, and the overbooked Tampa campus had no room for them. They attended
classes and set up home in buildings of a World War II Merchant Marine base. From that
makeshift operation, a campus grew, a step at a time. In 1968, upper-division and graduate
programs began on campus, with emollment topping 600. In that year, the state legislature
passed a bill establishing St. Petersburg as an official branch ofUSF, the first regional campus
in the State University System. The library opened in 1968 with 2,200 volumes, and in 1970
the first degrees were conferred upon 5 1 students.
The St. Petersburg City Council and business leaders lobbied for expansion
of the campus. Their visionary efforts garnered to day's 46.5 acres for classrooms, laboratories,
administration offices, library and support facilities.
Bayboro Hall, now Lowell E. Davis Hall, and the old Nelson Poynter Memorial
Library, now Bayboro Hall, were dedicated in May 1981. Coquina Hall opened in 1984, and
the U.S. Geological Survey brought its Center for Coastal Geology here in 1989. A year later,
the Campus Activities Center was dedicated.
The Knight Oceanographic Research Center, home ofUSF's College of Marine Science, was
completed in 1994. The new Nelson Poynter Memorial Library opened in 1996, followed by
the YWCA-USF Family Village in 1998, USF Children's Research Institute in 1999 and the
Florida Center for Teachers in 2000.
USF St. Petersburg helped preserve the city's history by moving two homes
to campus in the mid-1990's - the Perry Snell House, c. 1904, and the John
C. Williams House, built in 1890 by one ofSt. Petersburg's founders. The
two buildings house faculty and administration offices.
Several initiatives helped develop the campus's identity, including the Academic Frontiers
lecture series, theUrban Initiative, the Program for Ethics in Education and Community, and the
Science Journalism Center.
In 1998, after 30 years of serving juniors, seniors and graduate students,
USF St. Petersburg admitted a limited number of fi·eshmen in a special Learning Corrununity
program. In 2000, the campus admitted freshmen and sophomores in all programs, a step that
provided increased choices for Pinellas citizens, as well as emollment growth.
Today, USF St. Petersburg offers 53 full and partial programs at the undergraduate, masters
and doctoral levels under three academic areas - arts and sciences, business and education. As
of 8/1101, 28 complete degree programs are offered and 25 partial programs in which courses
but not complete degrees are available. More than 3,500 students are emolled in USF classes,
with approximately 500 others emolled in courses offered by St. Petersbmg Junior College on
campus.
Despite its unheralded origins 35 years ago, USF St. Petersburg now enjoys
a solid reputation and role of significance as it serves the city, the county, and the region.
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VIII. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY EIGHT
Statement
The institution must have an appropriate plan, as well as a functioning planning and evaluation
process which identifies and integrates projected educational, physical and financial
development and incorporates procedures for program review and institutional improvement.
Response follows on pages 17-25.

Minimum Documentation Required
1. A copy of the institution's master plan, including a description of its goals:

See:
University of South Florida Shaping Our Future, 1992, Document USF-4.
University of South Florida Strategic Plan 2000, Document USF-5.
USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan 2000, Document USF-3.
Note: Goals are written at the unit level and included in the unit goal and action plans in the
USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan.

2. Defmitions of the institution's expected educational results.
In the attached narrative, see the following:
"Strategic Directions", pages 17-18 (USF) and pages 18-21 (USF
St. Petersburg)
Goals, dimensions, and skills for General Education, pages 22-23.
Key Indicators ofInstitutional Effectiveness, page 24.
Outcomes for the Campus and each unit are defined in the USF Strategic Plan.
Educational results in the majors are defmed by the academic units on the Tampa campus,
based on the institutional statement of purpose, are being adapted/adopted by USF St.
Petersburg. Samples are provided in Attachment J.
Also see:
University of South Florida Strategic Plan 2000, Document USF-5.
USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan 2000, Document USF-3.
Sample Departmental Profiles, Attachment J.
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VIII. CONDITION 01~ ELIGIBILITY EIGHT
Statement
The institution must have an appropriate plan, as well as a functioning planning and evaluation
process which identifies and integrates projected educational, physical and financial
development and incorporates procedures for program review and institutional improvement.
Overview
USF St. Petersburg engages in a comprehensive system of planning and evaluation, based on its
purpose and targeted at ensuring institutional effectiveness. This process is best understood within the
context of the larger system of which the campus is a pal1: the State University System of Florida and
the University of South Florida.
The campus mission and strategic plan emanate fi'om the University mission and strategic plan but
reflect the unique characteristics, strengths, and needs ofthe campus. The campus mission and
strategic plan provide the cornerstones for campus-level planning and evaluation activities; however,
additional extensive planning and evaluation continue to occur at the State and University levels and
need to be presented to provide a comprehensive picture of these activities on this campus.
At present, USF St. Petersburg is in the early stages of developing independent approaches to planning
and evaluation, with campus planning activities well underway and comprehensive evaluation efforts
to follow as data specific to the campus are collected and analyzed locally and separated from
institution-wide data collected on the Tampa campus.
In this section of the application, planning and evaluation are discussed separately, with information
provided at the system, university, and campus levels.

Planning
SUS Master Plan
The State University System (SUS) of Florida publishes a Strategic Plan every five years. The
Strategic Plan includes the goals and values of the SUS and the missions of the various universities, as
well as lists of degree programs that the universities have expressed an interest in developing over the
five-year planning period. The current planning period is 1998-2003.
USF Strategic Plan
In September 1992, the USF Planning Commission issued its report, Shaping Our Future, a strategic
plan for the future direction of the University. The plan identified six areas of emphasis for program
development and six institutional strategies to support them. One ofthe six institutional strategies was
"strengthening the multi-campus environment."
Implementation of the plan proceeded steadily over five years. Highlights of implementation include
the establislunent of the Liberal Arts Curriculum, the development of degree programs in Aging
Studies, Environmental Science and Policy, and Physical Therapy; the creation of an Educational
Outreach unit to bring together and enhance the University's off-campus, lifelong learning, and
distance teclmology-mediated learning capabilities; improvement ofthe University's business systems
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and processes through technology; enhancement of student support services such as telephone and online registration; and improvement of the physical environment of the campus, including the residence
halls.
In fall 1998, the Provost initiated the USF Strategic Plan 2000 to review and update the strategic
directions of the University. More than 250 faculty, staff and students served on sixteen Strategic
Planning Task Force groups addressing areas identified as critically important to University
effectiveness and developing recommendations for future directions. Five major strategic directions
were identified:
• Supporting and increasing faculty research, scholarship, and creative activities
• Developing a student emollment profile consistent with a Research I university
• Fostering interdisciplinary research and education
• Increasing the engagement of the University with the community and region
• Enhancing the quality of student life and the intellectual climate to support teaching and
learning
In addition to the five strategic directions, key areas of the planning process are centered around
sixteen focal points, one of which is again "multi-campus environment." Key strategies and priority
actions were identified for each of these points. In the area of"multi-campus environment," a set of
principles was developed to guide planning. Among these are the notions of equity but not uniformity,
uniform but not identical student experiences, empowerment and accountability coupled with
alignment, increased flexibility to respond to distinctive environments, and continuous strategic
planning on each campus.
The multi-campus aspect ofthe two plans provides a direct response to the element ofthe USF mission
calling for attention to the "special characteristics of its students and the opportunities provided by the
location of its campuses." Hence, the need to reinforce the role ofthe campuses has long been a
priority of the University, culminating in the amendment of Florida Statute 240.527, calling for fiscally
autonomous campuses ofthe University of South Florida and enabling USF St. Petersburg to respond
more fully to this aspect of the University's mission. The USF 1992 and 2000 Plans are Documents
USF-4 and USF-5 respectively.
USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan
Soon after her arrival at USF, President Judy Genshaft requested each campus, college, and division to
develop its own strategic plan to complement "USF 2000." USF St. Petersburg completed this task in
May 2001.
The USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan is linked to, but distinct fro~ the USF 2000 Plan. This is
clearly appropriate given the planning focus of the University as a whole, as defined in its purpose,
mission, focal points for planning, and principles for the multi-campus environment.
USF St. Petersburg embraced the five University-wide strategic directions listed above and referred to
them in Chapter 4 of its Strategic Plan and added a sixth direction, as follows:
Meeting the pressing educational needs of Pinellas County and beyond by becoming a fiscally
autonomous, separately accredited, affiliated institution of the University of South Florida.
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This additional strategic plan is directly linked to the campus vision statement, which includes a series
of points for each of the four sentences in the vision statement. The points provide a foundation for
campus-wide planning and unit-level goals and action plans. The statements and their points are as
follows:

Statement One: Guided by its mission and underlying values, USF St. Petersburg prepares to assume
responsibility as Pinellas County's only separately accredited, comprehensive public university.
•

separate accreditation through the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools as early as 2003-2004, followed by accreditation for individual
programs

•

a separate, legislative operating and facilities budget beginning in the 2001-2002 academic
year

•

authority vested in the campus's chief administrator, through a direct repm1ing line to the
president, over all aspects ofUSF St. Petersburg's operation, including all USF programs in
Pinellas County

•

autonomy in course scheduling and academic programming, once SACS accreditation has
been attained.

•

an administrative structure appropriate to USF St. Petersburg as a fiscally autonomous
institution

Statement Two: With autonomy and resources, USF St. Petersburg will move aggressively to enhance
existing programs and develop new ones to satisfy the pressing educational needs of students and
community it serves. That enhancement will include:
•

strengthen, expand and complete existing degree-granting academic programs

•

assess educational needs of the community and develop programs to meet those needs

•

solidify partnerships with St. Petersburg College to promote a seamless undergraduate
education for students in Pinellas County

•

explore and utilize a variety of instructional and student-suppm1 systems, sites and
methodologies to best bring educational opportunities to the county and the region served
by USF St. Petersburg

Statement Three: The campus will remain an equal partner within a major, multi-campus research
institution through mutually beneficial associations, cooperation, and shared resources.
•

provide access to the full spectrum of academic programs, financial aid, and cultural-socialathletic activities of the greater university

•

ensure a student experience, while not necessarily identical across all campuses, of uniform
high quality and equal oppot1unity
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+ guarantee equitable teaching, research and staff support, including graduate assistants, for
faculty of all USF campuses

+ provide access of students to courses throughout USF, including transfer rights among
campuses

+ ensure interchange rights for faculty to teach, conduct research and chair or serve on
honors, master's or doctoral committees at all USF campuses.

+ maintain high standards in faculty and student recmitment and performance

+ instill a common sense of identity and values among all members of the greater university
community
Statement Four: The strengths of a university with several campuses will enable USF St. Petersburg to
realize its vision efficiently and quickly.

+ an economy of scale so that central facilities and services, such as human resources, student
information and registration, fmancial systems and computer networks, can be shared for
the benefit of all

+ cooperation among campuses to ensure that academic resources are used wisely and
optimally
Finally, each major unit on the campus developed an individual mission, vision, goals, and
action plan (USF Strategic Plan, Chapter 5) based on the University and campus missions,
visions, and strategic directions. The strategic directions and action plans form the primary
planning process relevant to this condition of eligibility. There are eight of these individual
planning documents in the Strategic Plan (Chapter 5), and they have been developed for the
following academic and support units:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic Affairs
College of Arts and Sciences
College of Business Administration
College ofEducation
Library
Student Affairs
Administration and Finance
Advancement

Each plan, following the unit's statement of mission and vision, states its linkage to a strategic
direction. Although these linkages are typically to the campus's Strategic Direction (the sixth
direction, which was added to the University's five directions) there are many clear but
unstated linkages to the other five directions and the sixteen University focal points. Each plan
also contains measurable goals, sometimes additional sub-goals, and always an action plan.
Each of the action plans includes a timetable by year (2000-0 1 through 2004-05), and
indication of whether college resources or other resources are needed, and outcomes measures.
The unit plans are detailed and account for approximately 120 of the 135 pages of the entire
Strategic Plan. The entire USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan was developed by a campus-wide
conunittee. The development process is discussed as a part of the Condition of Eligibility
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Seven, in the section entitled, "Development, Approval, and Review ofUSF St. Petersburg
Mission." The plan was the direct result of a comprehensive assessment of the campus's
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges. This assessment included both external
and internal factors (USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan, Chapter 2) and resulted in the
development of the mission, values, vision, and strategic directions. As a final part of the
strategic planning process, steps were begun to develop additional plans needed for
implementation and a yearly (fall semester) process to review and update the plan based on
performance (USF St. Petersburg Strategic Plan, Chapter I).

Other Planning Activities at USF St. Petersburg
Because the Campus is relatively small, a variety of planning procedures are possible,
including both external and internal feedback. The Campus Vice President meets regularly
with city, county, and business leaders; the Campus Advisory Board; State legislators; and the
heads of other educational institutions in the region.
Internal planning and development discussions and decisions occur in several forums:
•

Biweekly meetings between the Vice President and key administrative staff (Directors,
Academic Coordinators, Chair of the Faculty Council, and Associate Dean)

•

Weekly meetings ofthe Vice President with the Associate Dean and Directors.

•

Campus Faculty Council meetings

•

Campus Associate Dean and College Coordinator meetings

•

Faculty meetings at both campus and collegiate level

Evaluation
National Accl'editation Reviews
At present, tlu·ee USF St. Petersburg degree programs enjoy accreditation status within their
disciplines. These programs are the College of Business, the College of Education and Mass
Communications and Journalism. The strategic plan calls for other programs to seek
accreditation after USF St. Petersburg itself achieves SACS accreditation. The standards
required for discipline accreditation further ensure the campus's achieves solid educational
results based on national comparisons.
State Univcl'sity System (SUS) Academic Pl'ognun Review
Since 1975, USF has participated in the State University System (SUS) Academic Program
Review process in which academic programs in tluee to five academic disciplines are reviewed
each year. Where appropriate, the SUS process is coordinated with accreditation reviews by
national or professional groups. The review process involves the preparation of a self-study by
the academic unit under review and, in most cases, a site visit by one or more outside
consultants.
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State University System (SUS) Accountability/Performance- based Budgeting
The State University System (SUS) of Florida adopts measures to assess the accountability
systemwide. Standards or goals on each measure are established based on analysis of past
year's performance, projections fi·om the institutions, and trend analysis. Examples of the
measures include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of bachelor's degrees granted
Number of doctoral degrees granted
Endowments
FTIC graduation rate (six-year)
AA transfer graduation rate (four-year)
Actual emollment compared to funded plan

General Education Assessment
In 1994, the University of South Florida implemented a new Liberal Arts Curriculum designed
to accomplish the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Love of learning
Understanding of and respect for persons
Appreciation and capacity for enlightened personal expression
Respect of knowledge and its problems
Understanding ofthe past
Knowledge of and appreciation for nature and the arts
Knowledge of and insight into different cultures
Critical-problem solving
Adaptability
Intellectual integration and balance

The Liberal Arts Curriculum delineates five dimensions and five critical skills for the
structuring of course experiences. The five dimensions deemed essential to a liberal education
are values and ethics; race and ethnicity; gender; and the international and environmental
dimensions. The five critical skills are analytical thinking; creative thinking; conceptual
thinking; oral expression; and written expression.
In 1997, the administration initiated an analysis of the extent to which the dimensions and skills
are incorporated into the comses included in the curriculum. The project included a content
analysis of20 course proposals or syllabi to determine the degree of congruence between the
content of the content of the document and the dimensions and skills for which the course was
approved. The evidence suggested that the planned instructional activities were generally
congruent with the dimensions and skills. Current assessment efforts focus on learning
outcomes in the areas of writing, mathematics, and critical thinking. Results of these
assessments are beginning to be used in curricular improvements, pat1icularly in the area of
mathematics.
USF St. Petersburg only recently began to offer lower-division coursework and, therefore, has
not yet atiiculated its own evaluation plan for general education courses. The campus will
adopt, and then adapt, the strategies being used on the Tampa campus, after careful
consideration of the general education goals established in Tampa.
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Assessment of Exuected Educational Results (Outcomes Assessments Plans)
Expected educational results and assessments for general education (goals, dimensions, and
skills) are discussed above.
Most colleges and departments in the University have been evaluating the effectiveness of their
programs using outcomes data for many years. These evaluations have occutTed in response to
the national or state accreditation/approval requirements, such as licensure exams, or as a part
of general university assessment requirements, such as capstone courses, practica and
internships, comprehensive and qualifYing exams, and theses and dissertations. In St.
Petersbw·g, particular emphasis is placed on required capstone experiences by class or by
discipline, such as senior seminars, comprehensive exams, exhibits, portfolios, internships and
scholarships. The USF St. Petersburg strategic plan encouraged academic programs to develop
clearly and articulate steps to measure academic performance and ensure a system of review
and improvement, thus building on existing methods.
In 1999, the University decided to require the development of outcomes assessment plans in a
consistent, university-wide format. The work is operationalized tlu·ough the Outcomes
Assessment Committee is comprised of representatives from each campus, college, and major
administrative and educational-supp01t units .. Although each unit is engaged in a variety of
activities to measure its results, the committee is providing a centralized and standardized
process to be used across all units. This process requires the preparation of outcomes
assessment plans usmg the model developed by James Nichols (see examples in Attachment J).
Plans include a reference to institutional purpose, the college goals supported, intended
educational (student) outcomes, assessment criteria and procedures, and use of results for
program improvement. The plans for programs offered at USF St. Petersburg will be adopted
and adapted by campus faculty to meet the evaluation needs of the campus.
Each ofthese plans provide linkages to the institutional statement of purpose. This statement
requires that "specialization in the major areas builds on the liberal education and prepares
graduates to enter graduate school or embark directly upon their life's work." It further
requires that advanced studies be designed to enable students to "contribute to the advancement
of their professions .. .".
The University have conducted a variety of assessments, particularly customer-satisfaction
surveys, over the years and used these assessments to improve services. Supp01t units are also
now usmg a consistent Outcomes Assessment format as described above. As with the
academic outcomes assessment plans, these plans will be adopted and adapted by campus
pers01mel to meet the evaluation needs of the campus.
USF St. Petersburg conducts a number of assessments not conducted in Tampa, and these will
need to be incorporated into campus-based outcomes assessment Plans. For example, the
Student Affairs Division collects student interest and goal information during new student
orientation. The irtformation is used in planning and retention studies. In addition, all student
development programs include assessment components that are used for program planning and
revtston.
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Key Indicators of Institutional

I~ffectiveness

USF's Key Indicators oflnstitutional Effectiveness provide impoliant information about the
health of the University in a readily accessible format for use in planning and analysis. A total
of 18 indicators are analyzed annually, enabling the leadership to evaluate institutional
performance on an annual basis. The Office oflnstitutional Research and Planning publishes
data on the Key Indicators on the web and is available at http://usfW~b.usf,~dt!Lbt>a/klll. The
Key Performance Indicators are:
New Degree-Seeking Students
FTICs in High School Top 10%
Total Studies Credit Hours
HSC Student Credit Hours
Degrees Awarded
Bright Futures Scholarship
USF Alumni Membership
Foundation Total Assets
Budgeted Expenditures

Student Headcount Distribution
Full-time and Prut-time Headcount
Undergraduate SCH
E&G Student Credit Hours
Ethnic Diversity
Undergraduate & Graduate Degrees Awarded
Private Scholarship Awards
Foundation Gifts
Contract and Grant Awards

Academic Department Profiles
The Office of Academic Affairs has developed a model for the systematic collection of data on
academic departments on an annual basis. These data are used to create a five-year profile of
productivity in all departments of the Academic Affairs colleges in areas of instruction and
research. The model provides a comprehensive and quantitative data base for planning,
measurement of progress towards goals, and allocation of resources in suppmt of the
University's mission and goals.
Annual Evaluation (Academic and Administrative Units)
The performance of vice presidents, deans, and directors is evaluated annually by the President
and Provost as appropriate. The evaluation includes an assessment ofthe extent to which unit
goals for the year, including enrollment goals, have been met. A survey of facu lty and staff in
the unit is conducted in suppoli of the evaluation. Vice Presidents conduct annual performance
reviews of division heads within their area each year. This process includes a review of past
year activities and the establishment of goals and objectives for the administrative area for the
commg year.
Faculty performance is evaluated annually, consistent with procedmes agreed upon by the
United Faculty ofFlorida. Faculty prepare a narrative overview of the year and compile
documents attesting to their teaching, research, service and advising accomplishments. In St.
Petersburg, a peer committee of the Campus Faculty Council first reviews the faculty member's
performance, followed by reviews by a department committee, the College Coordinator in St.
Petersburg, the department chair and the Campus Vice President, who consults with college
deans in Tampa. The Campus Vice President provides each faculty member with written
comments and an overall rating of performance; his repmt includes comments by the other
reviewers.
Individual sessions with faculty are scheduled at the faculty member's request or as deemed
needed by the Campus Vice President. (As USF St. Petersburg becomes autonomous and
separately accredited, the involvement ofUSF Tampa reviewers will end; the process,
however, will be retained.)
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Student Perceptions of Effectiveness
The State of Florida requires that students in state universities have the opportunity at the end
of a term to evaluate anonymously each of their classes and instructors. Faculty receive copies
of the student evaluations, which become public record accessible tlu·ough academic programs
or university libraries. Results help faculty at self-improvement and are considered as part of
the annual review process.
In Spring 1998, USF implemented its Graduating Senior Survey. The Spring 1998 pilot study
was administered to graduating students enrolled in Liberal Arts Curriculum exit courses. It
was then revised based on input from student respondents and a review group, with the first full
administration conducted in fall 1998. In fall 2001, a survey of exiting graduate students will
be conducted for the ftrst time. The University also periodically surveys alumni. Some
colleges and programs also conduct surveys of exiting seniors, exiting graduate students, and
alumni. USF St. Petersburg is considering developing its own surveys.
In 1999, a two-semester study by the USF Office oflnstitutional Research assessed student
satisfaction at the regional campuses, including a separate survey ofUSF St. Petersburg
students. The executive summary of the study reported that USF St. Petersburg students gave
highest satisfaction ratings in ftve areas:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

good reputation of the institution
its concern for students as individuals
its knowledgeable faculty
its well-maintained facilities and appearance
its hospitable environment for minorities

USF St. Petersburg plans to incorporate similar satisfaction surveys and other assessments of its
performance in its planning process.
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IX. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY NINE
Statement
The institution must have published admissions policies compatible with its stated purpose.
Minimum Documentation Required
1. A copy of the official admissions policy statement.

USF Admissions Policy Statement follows, Attachment L.
2. A list of institutional publications where the admissions policy is described.

See USF Undergraduate Catalog, Document USF-1.
See USF Graduate Catalog, Document USF-2.
3. A statement referencing the admissions policy to the purpose of the institution.

USF St. Petersburg adheres to the USF-wide admission policies, as stated
in its undergraduate and graduate catalogs.
In general, admission requires evidence of a student's ability to handle
academic responsibilities and the proper motivation to succeed in
university life. USF St. Petersburg encourages applications fi·om all
cultural, religious, ethnic, racial and age groups. It provides special
accommodations for students with disabilities. Financial aid includes
campus-sponsored and -administered grants and scholarships. In addition,
students are eligible for an array of university-wide, state, and federal financial aid and
scholarship suppo11.
Emollment limits set by university and state officials mean that not all
applicants are admitted. But fairness and established criteria guide
decisions USF campuses make on admission.
USF St. Petersburg's admission policy and procedures will be in accordance with its mission to
serve the educational needs of the community, region and
state.
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X. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY TEN
Statement
All undergraduate degree programs of the institution must include a substantial component of
general education courses at the collegiate level. For degree completion in associate programs,
the component must constitute a minimum of 15 semester hours or the equivalent quarter hours
and for baccalaureate programs, a minimum of 30 semester hours or the equivalent quarter
hours. The credit hours must be drawn from and include at least one course fa·om each of the
following areas: humanities/fine arts, social/behavioral sciences, and natural
sciences/mathematics. The courses must be designed to ensure breadth of knowledge and must
not be narrowly focused on those skills, techniques, and procedures peculiar to a particular
occupation or profession.
Minimum Documentation Required
1. List of degrees offered by the institution, including majors offered in each degree and the
general education requirements for each degree.
Majors and general education requirements follow on:
College of Arts & Sciences- see Attachment H-1.
College of Business Administration - see Attachment H-2.
College of Education- see Attachment H-3.

2. Course description of each course designated as a "general education" course.
General Education Course Descriptions - see Attachment M.

3. Written rationale for general education program.
USF St. Petersburg follows a general education plan adopted by USF in 1992 and effective
summer 1994. All new or returning USF students are required to successfully complete 45
semester hours to meet General Education and Exit requirements.
USF's general education requirements ensure a broad liberal arts grounding for students that
stresses competence in written expression, historical and social perspectives, scientific inquiry,
critical thinking and cultural sensitivity.
Thirty-six of the 45 hours apply to courses in seven academic clusters: English composition (6
hours); quantitative methods (6 hours); natural sciences (6 hours) social sciences (6 hours)
historical perspective (6 hours); fme arts (3 hours) and Afi'ican, Latin American, Middle
Eastern or Asia perspectives (3 hours).
A number of these and other courses meet the so-called "Gordon Rule" requirements which
specify that students demonstrate skills in communication (12 hours) and computation (6
hours). Gordon Rule requirements follow in Attachment N. Students usually complete their
General Education course work within the first two years of study, then concentrate on
satisfying requirements in a major.
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Additionally, USF stresses continuation of liberal arts education throughout each student's
academic experience, with nine hours of the 45 required as "exit" study. Seminar-size classes
taken under the exit requirement enable undergraduate students in their junior and senior years
to integrate knowledge from study in their disciplines within a broader, liberal arts context.
Courses approved by the university to accomplish the objective incorporate consideration of
values and ethics, race and ethnicity, gender and environmental perspectives.
Six hours under the exit requirement apply to classes designated as "major works and major
issues" that emphasize interdisciplinary approaches to topics. The remaining three hours come
from classes designated as "literature and writing," with students producing written
assignments amounting to at least 6,000 words. The 6,000-word standard also meets a
statewide Gordon Rule requirement in writing skills.
The exit requirement constitutes a capstone experience that complements and enhances the
education students receive at USF, preparing them for roles in business, professions, teaching
and society.
USF also encourages competence in at least one foreign language, which may include
American Sign Language, as a means of enriching communication and cultural skills. Not all
majors, however, require post-secondary foreign language as a prerequisite for the bachelor's
degree.
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XI. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY ELEVEN
Statement
The number of full-time faculty members must be adequate to provide effective teaching,
advising, and scholarly or creative activity. In each major in a degree program, there must be at
least one fuU-time faculty member with responsibility for supervision and coordination of the
major. If those degree programs for which the institution does not identify a major, this
requirement applies to a curricular area or concentration.
USF St. Petersburg full-time, faculty numbered 71 at the end ofthe spring term of2001. In the
fall term of2001, 30 newly hired faculty will join them.
The average ratio of faculty to students is 1:27.8 (undergraduates), which means smaller classes
and more opportunities for student-faculty interaction.
USF St. Petersburg hires faculty with experience and expertise in each
designated degree program. In a vast majority of cases, a national search
is conducted. Minimum requirements include a terminal degree appropriate to the academic
discipline and a record, or demonstrated potential, for research and service. Under USF policy,
each faculty search requires a rectuitment pian to encourage a diversity of applicants. USF
strictly enforces fairness in faculty searches.
USF St. Petersburg also employs part-time faculty, referred to as adjuncts. Adjuncts must hold
a graduate degree appropriate to the academic discipline. USF St. Petersburg also stresses a
strong record of both teaching and professional experience. The campus's College Coordinators
are responsible for hiring adjunct faculty, with approval of the appropriate faculty, the
Associate Dean and the Vice President. Adjunct faculty are credentialed by appropriate
departments located on the Tampa campus ofUSF.
Florida law requires a public file on the academic credentials and performance of every faculty
member.
Each degree program is supervised by a designated, full-time faculty member. A list of degreeprogram supervisors follows on pages 31-46. The curriculum vitae of degree-program
supervisors is provided in Document USF-7. In addition, a complete roster of full-time and
adjunct faculty is provided in Pat1 A of the application.
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Minimum Documentation Required
1. A list of all faculty members who have been assigned supervisory responsibility for a
major; the major for which the faculty member is responsible; the professional and
scholarly credential of the faculty member; and a list of courses taught by the faculty
member (designate term taught). May include information requested in Part A relating
to faculty.
College of Arts & Sciences - see pages 31-3 5.
College of Business Administration- see pages 36-37.
College of Education - see pages 38-46.

2. Faculty handbook.
USF Faculty Handbook - see Attaclunent 0.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
AND
COLLEGE OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
USF ST. PETERSBURG
FACULTY MEMBERS RESPONSIBLE FOR ARTS & SCIENCES MAJORS

ANTHROPOLOGY
Jay Sokolovsky
PhD/Anthropology
MAlAnthropology
BA/Antlu·opology
ANT4401
ANT4432
ANT 2410
ANT 4442
ANT4901

Sheramy Bundrick
PhD/Art History
MAlArt History
BA/Art History
ARH 4100
ARH 4170

Penn State University
Penn State University
Brooklyn College
Exploring Cultural Diversity
Individual & Culture
Cultural Antlu·opology
Urban Life & Culture
Directed Reading

Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall 2001 (Projected)
Fall2001 (Projected)

Emory University
Emory University
Emory University
Prehistoric Ancient Art
Greek and Roman Art

Fall 2001 (Projected)
Fall 2001 (Projected)

CRIMINOLOGY
William Ruefle
PhD/Public Policy & American Politics
MS/Florida State University
BBA/University of Miami
CCJ 3024
CCJ 4410
CCJ 4513
CCJ 4900
CCJ 4910
CCJ 6910
CCJ 6971
CCJ 6974

Florida State University

Survey of Criminal Justice System
American Law Enforcement System
Juvenile Rights & Procedures
Directed Readings
Internship
Directed Research
Masters Thesis
Area Project
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Fall 2001 (Projected)
Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall 2001 (Projected)
Fa112001 (Projected)
Fall200 1 (Projected)
Fall 2001 (Projected)

FACULTY MEMBERS RESPONSIBLE FOR ARTS & SCIENCES MAJORS (continued)

ENGLISH
Daniel Wells
PhD/English Duke University
MA!English Duke University
SA/English Union College (NY)
AML 3051
American Lit. 1912-1945
Poe, Hawthorne, Dickinson
AML 4330
Independent Research
ENG 4906
AML 3031
American Lit.1860
AML 3032
American Lit. 1860-1912
AML 3453
Hist. Perspectives, Early American Lit.
AML 4121
20111 Century American Novel

Fall2000
Fall2000
Fall2000
Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall2001 (Projected)
Summer2001
Fall2001 (Projected)

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & POLICY
Debra Cassill
PhD/Biology
Florida State University
MS/Biology
Florida State University
BS/Biology
Florida State University
MPA
University of West Florida
Florida Teacher's Certificate, Special Education, Rollins College
SA/Psychology
University oflowa
BSC 2010
Biology I
Fall 2001 (Projected)
BSC 2010L
Biology I Lab
Fall 200 I (Projected)
BSC 4057
Environmental Issues
Fall2001 (Projected)
GEOGRAPHY
Rebecca Johns
PhD/Geography
MS/Geography
BAIAnthropology
GEO 4470
GEO 4372
ANT4401
GEO 6971
GEO 6616
GE04910
GEO 6908
GEO 6918
IDH 4200

Rutgers University
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Stanford University
Political Geography
Fall 2000
Global Conservation
Spring 2001
Cultural Diversity
Spring 2001
Thesis: Masters
Spring 200I
Political Geography Fall '00, Spring '01, Fall '01 (Projected)
Independent Research Fall '00, Spring '0 I, Fall ' 0 l (Projected)
Independent Study
Fall '00, Spring 'OJ, Fall 'OJ (Projected)
Directed Research
Fall '00, Spring 'Ol, Fall 'OJ (Projected)
Geographic Perspectives
Fall 200 I (Projected)
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FAClJLTY MI!:MBERS RESPONSJ8LE FOR ARTS & SCIENCES MA.JORS (continued)
GOVERNMENT &
Darryl Paulson
PhD/Government
MNGovernment
BNPolitical Science
POS 3453
POS 3273
POS 3182
POS 3I73
POS 6I27
POS 3I42
POS 4424
POS 393I
POS 5I55
POS 49IO

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Florida State University
Florida State University
St. Cloud State (Minnesota)
Political Parties & Interest Groups Fa112000
Practical Politics
Fall 2000
Florida Politics
Spring 2001
Southern Politics
Spring 2001
Issues in St. Govt./Politics
Spring 200 I
Introduction to Urban Politics
Summer 200I
American Congress
Summer 200 I
St. Petersburg Politics & Government Faii200I (Projecte d)
Issues in Urban Government: St. Petersburg Faii 200J (Projected)
Independent Research Fall '00, Spring '01, Summer '01 Fall '01 (Projected)

HISTORY
David R. Carr
PhD/History University ofNebraska
MA
University ofNebraska
BA
Colorado State University
HIS 3938
Issues in History:Medieval Society
HIS 6925
Colloquium: Medieval Society
INTERDISCIPLINARY SOCIAL SCIENCES
Danielle Hilliard
PhD/Psychology
University of South Florida
MNPsychology
University of South Florida
BNPsychology
University of South Florida
Cognitive Psychology
EXP4523
PSY 20I2
Intro to Contemporary Psychology
PSY 4931
Psycholinguistic Research
Intro to Social Sciences
ISS 2I22
PSY 3213
Research Methods
PSB 40I3
Physiological Psych Honors Prog
STA 2 I22
Interdisciplinary Statistics
History & Systems in Psychology
PSY 4604
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Fa112000
Fall2000

Fall2000, Fall 200 I (Projected)

Fall 2000, Summer 200 I
Fall2000
Fall2000, Fall2001 (Projected)

Summer 200I
Spring 200I
Summer 2001
Fall200I (Projected)

FACULTY MEMBERS RESPONSIBLE FOR ARTS & SCIENCES MAJORS (continued)

MASS COMMUNICATIONS
George M. "Mike" Killenberg
PhD/Journalism
Southern Illinois Univ at Carbondale
MNJournalism
Southern Illinois Univ at Carbondale
BNPolitical Science University of St. Louis- Missouri
MMC 4910/6910 Indiv Research
Fall2000, Spring 2001 , Summer2001 , Fall2001 (Projected)
MMC 4900/6900 Directed Reading Fall2000, Spring 2001, Summer 2001, Fall2001 (Projected)
MMC 6950
Non-Thesis Proj. Fall2000, Spring 2001 , Summer 2001 , Fall2001 (Projected)
MMC 6971
Thesis: Master's Fnll2000, Spring 2001 , Summer 2001 , Fall2001 (Projected)
JOU 3940
Repm1ing Practicum
Fall2000, Spring 2001, Swnmer 2001
MMC 4636/6936 News Media & Elections
Fall 2000
MMC 6612
Seminar: Law & the Mass Media
Fall2000
MMC 6945
Professional Practicum
Fall2000
JOU 4104
Public Affairs Repm1ing
Spring 2001
MMC 4200
Hist01y & Prin of Communications Law Spring 2001
JOU 6107
News Coverage ofPublic Life
Spring 2001
JOU 4941
Editing Practicum
Summer 2001
JOU 2100
Beginning Reporting
Fall2001 (Projected)
JOU 5105
Newswriting & Editing
Fall 2001 (Projected)
MATHEMATICS
George Yanev
University of South Florida
PhD/Statistics
PhD/Mathematics
University of Sofia (Bulgaria)
University of Sofia
MA/Mathematics & Math Educ.
University of Sofia
BNMathematics
MAC2230
Business Calculus
Faii2000, Spring 200 I, Summer 2001, Fall 2001 (Projected)
MAC 1105
College Algebra
Fall 2000
lntro Statistics I
Spring 2001
STA 2023
Bus & Econ Statistics Summer 200 1
QMB 2100
Finite Mathematics Fall 2001 (Projected)
MAC 1106
PSYCHOLOGY
Mark Pezzo
PhD/Experimental Psychology
Ohio University
Ohio University
MS/Experimental Psychology
S.U.N.Y. (Freedonia, NY)
BS/Psychoacoustics
Experimental Psych Fall2000, Spring 2001, Summer 2001, Fall 2001 (Projected)
PSY 3044
Directed Study
Fall 2000, Spring 2001 , Sununer 200 I, Fall 200 I (Projected)
PSY 4913
PSY 3213
Research Methods
Fall 2000
Social Psychology
Spring 2001
SOP 4004
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FACULTY MEMBERS RESPONSIBLE FOR ARTS & SCIENCES MAJORS (continued)

SOCIAL WORK
Judy Hall
PhD/Education/Administration
MSW/Social Work

St. Louis University
George Warren Brown School of Social Work,
Washington University, St. Louis, MO
BA/Psychology, Sociology
Washington University, St. Louis, MO
SOW 3203
Amer Social Welfare System
Fall2001 (Projected)
SOW 6931
Solution Focused BriefTherapy
Fall2001 (Projected)

WORLD LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Yanira Angulo-Cano
PhD Cand/Spanish (dissertation in progress)
MNSpanish Education
State of Florida Teacher Certification, K- 12
BNCrirninology, Spanish
SPN 1120 & Lab Spanish I
SPN 1121 & Lab Spanish II

Florida State University
University of South Florida
University of South Florida
Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall2001 (Projected)

HONORS PROGRAM
Ray Arsenault
PhD/History of American Civilization
Brandeis University
MA/History
Brandeis University
BA/History
Princeton
HIS 4936 Sem: Environmental History
Fall2000
HIS 6925 Colloquium in History
Fall2000
HIS 6971 Thesis: Masters
Fall2000
HIS 4104 Theory ofHistory
Spring 2001
HIS 4900 Directed Reading
Spring 2001
HIS 4936 History & Film, 20111 Cent America
Summer2001
HIS 3938 Issues in America: Am. Civil Rights Movement
Fall2001 (Projected)
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
I~'ACULTY MJI3MBEr~S RI~SPONSIDLE

FOR COllA MAJORS

ACCOUNTING
James Fellows
PhD/Economics
MAlAccounting
MS/Taxation
SA/European History
BA/Accounting
TAX 4001
TAX 5014

Louisiana State Univ.
University of Florida
Florida International Univ.
University ofMiami
University ofTampa

Federal Income Tax
Fall2000, Spring 200 I, Fall2001 (Projected)
Taxation of Business Entities Fall2000, Spring 2001, Fall2001 (Projected)

ECONOMICS
James Spence
PhD/Economics
MA/Economics
BS/Bus. Amin
ECO 3100
ECO 3703

University of Oklahoma
University of Oklahoma
Univ. of Central Oklahoma

Managerial Economics
International Economics

Fall 2000, Spring 2001 , Fall 200 I (Projected)
Fall 2000, Spring 200 I, Fall 2001 (Projected)

FINANCE
Richard Rivard
PhD/Economics
MS/Economics
BS/Mathematics

Texas A&M University
Texas A&M University
Spring Hill College

On Sabbatical
On Sabbatical
FIN 3604 International Finance
FIN 4303 Fin. Institutions & Markets

Fall2000
Spring 2001
Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall 2001 (Projected)
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COLLU:GE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTJ~ATION
FACULTY 1\1 ~~MHEUS

Hl~SPONSIBLE

FOR COBA MAJORS

(continued)
GEB & MANAGEMENT

Jeannie Gaines
PhD/Org. Behavior
Univ. ofFlorida
B.S.N., M.S.N.
University of Kentucky
MAN 3240 Org. Behavior
MAN 3301 Human Resources Mgmt.
MAN 6055 Human Beh. & Org.

Fall 2000, Spring 200 I, Fall 200 I (Projected)
Fall 2000, Spring 200 1, Fall 200 I (Projected)
Fall 2000, Fall 200 I (Projected)

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Ellen Hufuagel
PhD/Business Admin (MIS)
University of Pittsburgh
MS/Business (Marketing)
Penn State University
B.A./General Arts & Sciences)
ISM 4220 Data Communications
ISM 4880 Electronic Commerce

Fall 2000, Spring 200 I, Fall 2001 (Projected)
Fall 2000, Spring 200 1, Fall 200 I (Projected)

MARKETING

Warren DeBord
PhD/Marketing
University of Illinois
M.B.A. , B.S.B.A./Marketing
University of Florida
MAR 3823 Marketing Management Fall 2000, Spring 2001, Fall 200 I (Projected)
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FACULTY MEMBERS RESPONS18LF, FOR EDUCATION MAJORS

Bachelor Programs:
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION/ESOL
Steve Micklo
PhD/Early Childhood Education
Florida State University
MNE!ementary/Early Childhood Education
University of South Florida
B.S./Elementary Education
Millersville State College, PA
MAE 4310 Teaching Elem School Math I

Fall2000, Fall 200 I - 2 sections {Projected)

MAE 4326 Teaching Elem School Math II
EEC 4408
EEC 4211
EEC 4941
EEC 4942
EEC 4943
EEC 6935
EEC 4203
EEC 4303

Fall 2000
Child, Family, Teacher Relations Fall2000
Integ Curr: Sci & Math
Spring 2001
Field Experience I
Spring 200 I
Field Experience II
Spring 2001
Field Experience III
Spring 2001
Semm Curr Rsrch
Spring 2001
Programs for Young Children
Fall2001 (Projected)
Creative Exper for Young Children Fall2001 (Projected)

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION/ESOL
Margaret Hewitt
EdD/Elementary Education
University of South Florida
EdS/Reading & Language Arts
University of South Florida
MEd/Curriculum & Instruction
Georgia State University
BNEnglish & Speech, minor in Secondary Ed.
Central Methodist College (Fayette, Missouri)
EDG 4909
RED 4310
RED 4511
RED 6545

Teacher for All Children '00 Mentor
Fall 2000
Early Literacy Learning
Fall 2000, Fall 200 I (Projected)
Literacy in Interm Grades Fall2000, Spring 2001 - 2 secs.,Fall200 1 - 2 sees. (Projected)
Rem of Read & Writ Voc Prob
Spring 2001
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FACULTY MEMBERS RESPONSIBLE FOR EDUCATION MAJORS
(continued)

SPECIAL EDUCATION- Varying Exceptionalities
Kim Stoddard
PhD/Special Education/Early Childhood Education
University ofFlorida
MA!Emotionally Handicapped/Learning Disabilities
University of Florida
BA/Emotionally Handicapped/Special Education
University of South Florida
EEX 4070
EEX 4936
ELD 6015
EEX 6939

Integ Exceptional Student
Sr Seminar in Exc Student
Adv Theories & Pract Ld
Adv Sem: Sp Ed

Fall2000, Spring 200I, Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall 2000, Spring 200 I, Fall 200 I (Projected)

Fall2000, Fall2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001

SPECIAL EDUCATION - Behavior Disorders
Terry Rose
PhD/Special Education
University of Florida
Med/Special Education
University ofFlorida
BA/Special Education
University of South Florida
EEX 4742
EEX 6732
EEX 4011
EEX 6248
EEX 4604

Narrative Prespect on Except
Consult & Collaboration
Found of Special Ed
Inst Appr Excep
Behavior Management

Fall 2000, Spring 200 I, Fall 200 I (Projected)

Fall 2000, Fall 2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Fall 2001 (Projected)
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COLLEGE OF I:DUCA TION
FACULTY MEMBERS RESPONSIBLE FOR EDUCATION MA.JORS
(continued)

SPECIAL EDUCATION- Mental Retardation
H. William Heller
EdD/Special Education & School Psychology
University ofNorthern Colorado
Postmasters - 30 hrs./Educational Administration
Northern Illinois University
MS/Guidance & Counseling
Northern Illinois University
BS/Elementaty Ed & Special Education
Southern Illinois University
EMR 6052 Adv Theories/Pract MR
EMR 4011 Intro to Mental Health Retard
EMR 6052 Adv Theo/Pract Ment Rtd

Fall2000
Spring 2001
Fall2001 (Projected)

SPECIAL EDUCATION- Specific Learning Disabilities
Kim Stoddard
PhD/Special Education/Early Childhood Education
University ofFlorida
MA/Emotionally Handicapped/Learning Disabilities
University ofFlorida
BA/Emotionally Handicapped/Special Education
University of South Florida
EEX 4070
EEX 4936
ELD 6015
EEX 6939

Integ Exceptional Student
Sr Seminar in Exc Student
Adv Theories & Pract Ld
Adv Sem: Sp Ed

Fall 2000, Spring 2001, Fall 200 I (Projected)
Fall 2000, Spring 2001, Fall 200 I (Projected)

Fall 2000, Fall 2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FACULTY MEMBEllS RESPONSIBLE FOR EDUCATION MA.JORS
(continued)

ENGLISH EDUCATION/ESOL
Herb Karl
PhD/English Education
Florida State University
MNEnglish Education
Florida State University
BA/English
Florida State University
LAE 4530
LAE 4323
LAE 4936
LAE 4940

Meth of Teach English: Prac
Meth of Teach English: MS
Sr Sem English Ed
Intshp Eng Ed

Fall2000, Fall2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001
Spring 2001, Fall 2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FACULTY MEMBERS RfCSPONSIDLE FOR EDUCATION MAJORS
(continued)

Graduate Programs:
MA IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION- Dual Track (for students flo/ding bachelor's degrees
(rom other colleges)
Steve Micklo and Sonia Helton
Steve Micklo
PhD/Early Childhood Education
Florida State University
MA!Elementary/Early Cruldhood Education
University of South Florida
B.S.!Elementary Education
Millersville State College, PA
MAE 4310
MAE 4326
EEC 4408
EEC 4211
EEC 4941
EEC 4942
EEC 4943
EEC 6935
EEC 4203
EEC 4303

Teaching Elem School Math I
Teaching Elem School Math II
Child, Family, Teacher Relations
Integ Curr: Sci & Math
Field Experience I
Field Experience II
Field Experience III
Semnr Curr Rsrch
Programs for Young Children
Creative Exper for Young Children

Fall 2000, Fall 200 I -2 sections (Projected)

Fall 2000
Fall2000
Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Fall2001 (Projected)
Fall2001 (Projected)

Sonia Helton
PhD/Elementary Mathematics/Education
University ofMinnesota
MNArt Education
University ofMinnesota
BNStudio Art, Prulosophy
College of St. Catherine
EDG 6931 Trends in Elem Ed
MAE 4310 Teaching Elem School Math I
MAE 4326 Teaching Elem School Math II

Fall2000
Spring 2001
Fall2001 (Projected)
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
I~'ACULTY

MEMBERS RESPONSIBLE FOR EDUCATION
(continued)

M.A. IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION- Math/Science
Sonia Helton
PhD/Elementary Mathematics/Education
University ofMinnesota
MNArt Education
University ofMinnesota
BA/Studio Art, Philosophy
College of St. Catherine
Fall2000
Spring 2001
Fall2001 (Projected)

EDG 6931 Trends in Elem Ed
MAE 4310 Teaching Elem School Math I
MAE 4326 Teaching Elem School Math II

M.A. IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION- Literacy/Curriculum
Barbara Frye
PhD/Elementary Education
University ofMinnesota
BA/Humanities for Elementary Education
The Colorado College
LAE 4414 Literature in Childhood Ed
LAE 6616 Trends in Lang Instruction
RED 4310 Early Literacy Learning
On Sabbatical

Fall2000, Spring 2001
Fall2000
Spring 2001
Fall2001 (Projected)
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MAJOI~S

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FACULTY MEMBERS nESPONSJBLE FOR EDUCATION MAJORS
(continued)

M.A. IN SPECIAL EDUCATION- Dual Track V.E. (for stude11ts holdi11g bachelor's degrees
(rom other colleges)

Terry Rose
PhD/Special Education
University ofFlorida
Med/Special Education
University ofFlorida
BA/Special Education
University of South Florida
EEX 4742
EEX 6732
EEX 4011
EEX 6248
EEX 4604

Narrative Prespect on Except
Consult & Collaboration
Found of Special Ed
Inst Appr Excep
Behavior Management

Fall 2000, Spring 2001, Fall 200 l (Projected)

Fall2000, Fall2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Fall2001 (Projected)

M.A. IN SPECIAL EDUCATION- Varying Exceptionalities
Terry Rose
PhD/Special Education
University ofFlorida
Med/Special Education
University ofFlorida
BA/Special Education
University of South Florida
EEX 4742
EEX 6732
EEX 4011
EEX 6248
EEX 4604

Narrative Perspect on Except
Consult & Collaboration
Found of Special Ed
Inst Appr Excep
Behavior Management

Fall 2000, Spring 200 l, Fall 200 I (Projected)

Fall 2000, Fall 2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Fall 2001 (Projected)
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COlLEGE OF EDUCATION
FACULTY

Ml~MBF;RS Rl~SPONSIBLE

FOR EDUCATION MAJOUS

(continued)

M.A. IN SPECIAL EDUCATION- Teacher for All Children Program (Master's in Varying
Exceptionalities and Certification in Elementarv Education 1-6)
Kim Stoddard and Margaret Hewitt
Kim Stoddard
PhD/Special Education/Early Childhood Education
University of Florida
MA/Emotionally Handicapped/Learning Disabilities
University ofFlorida
BNEmotionally Handicapped/Special Education
University of South Florida
EEX 4070
EEX 4936
ELD 6015
EEX 6939

Integ Exceptional Student
Sr Seminar in Exc Student
Adv Theories & Pract Ld
Adv Sem: Sp Ed

Fall 2000, Spring 200 I, Fall 200 I (Projected)
Fall 2000, Spring 200 I, Fall 200 I (Projected)

Fall2000, Fall 2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001

Margaret Hewitt
EdD/Elementary Education
University of South Florida
EdS/Reading & Language Arts
University of South Florida
MEd/Curriculum & Instruction
Georgia State University
BA/English & Speech, minor in Secondary Ed.
Central Methodist College (Fayette, Missouri)
EDG 4909
RED 4 31 0
RED 4511
RED 6545

Teacher for All Children '00 Mentor
Fall 2000
Early Literacy Learning
Fall 2000, Fall 200 l (Projected)
Literacy in Interm Grades Faii2000, Spring 2001 - 2 sccs.,Fall2001 -2 sees. (Projected)
Rem of Read & Writ Voc Prob
Spring 2001
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FACULTY MEMBERS RESPONSillLE FOR EDUCATION MAJORS
(continued)

M.A. IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Lynette Fields
PhD/Educational Leadership
University of South Florida
MEd/Educational Leadership
University of South Florida
BNPhysical Education
Flagler College
EDA 6061
EDG 4620
EDG 6693
EDG 6694
EDG 6695
On Leave

Principles of Ed Amin
Cuniculum & Instruction
Problems in C & I Elem
Problems inC & I Mid
Problems inC & I Sed

Fall 2000
Fa112000- 2 sections, Spring 2001-2 sections

Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Spring 2001
Fall 2001 (Projected)

M.A. IN ENGLISH EDUCATION - Dual Track (for students holding bachelor's degrees from
other colleges
Herb Karl
PhD/English Education
Florida State University
MA!English Education
Florida State University
BA!English
Florida State University
LAE 4530 Meth ofTeach English: Prac
LAE 4323 Meth of Teach English: MS
LAE 4936 Sr Sem English Ed
LAE 4940 Intshp Eng Ed

Fall 2000, Fall 2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001
Spring 2001, Fall 2001 (Projected)
Spring 2001
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XII. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY TWELVE
Statement
The institution must have sufficient learning resources or, through formal agreements or
appropriate technology, ensure the provision of and ready access to adequate learning resources
and services required to support the courses, programs and degrees offered.
USF St. Petersburg students, faculty and staff benefit from excellent learning-support resources that
include a spacious, attractive library holding nearly 200,000 bound volumes; an on-line Vitiual Library
with access to more than 400 data bases and 3,500 full-text journals; a library-based media center;
distance-learning studios and classrooms; computing and 24-hour network services; science
laboratories; writing, editing and design laboratory; and more than a half dozen dedicated facilities for
computer use or instruction.
In its associations with other organizations or institutions, USF St. Petersburg expands learning
opportunities. In addition, the state of Florida maintains an on-line information service known as LUIS
that connects university libraries tluoughout the state.
Each classroom is equipped with a network-connected work station and large-screen presentation
monitor. Students and faculty can communicate outside of class tlll'ough a system of email and Web
sites maintained by USF St. Petersburg's Office of Campus Computing.

Minimum Documentation Reguired
1. Information requested in Part A relating to libnry resources and services.
Library Resources and Services information follows in Attachment P.

2. Copies of contracts with institutions which provide library services (written, fonnal
agreements with other libraries for resource materials and services).
Library Services Contracts follow in Attachment P.
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XIII. CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY THIRTEEN
Statement
The institution must have an adequate financial base to accomplish its purpose at an acceptable
level of quality on a continuing basis. The institution must provide financial statements and
related documents (as specified in Section 6.3.6) which accurately and appropriately represent
the total operation of the institution.
Any institution, whether a part of a system or not, which is seeking initial candidacy for
membership, candidacy renewal, or initial membership must include in its application separate
institutional audits and management letters for its three most recent fiscal years, including that
for the fiscal year ending immediately prior to any committee visit for candidacy, candidacy
renewal, or initial membership. These audits must be conducted by independent certified public
accountants or an appropriate governmental auditing agency. An applicant or candidate
institution must not show an annual or cumulative operating deficit at any time during the
application process or at any time during candidacy. Applicant and candidate military
institutions authorized and operated by the federal government to award degrees must provide
financial information, as shall be required by the Commission, from appropriate governmental
agencies. This infonnation must accurately represent the total operation of the institution and
must be sufficient to demonstrate adequate financial support of programs and operations.
As a state institution, USF St. Petersburg relies, in part, on annual appropriations from the state
legislature for its operating funds. With its recent grant of authority by the state for a separate
operating and capital budget, the campus fmds itself in greater control of its fmancial and,
thereby, academic condition. In all, the campus is on sound financial footing with potential for
strengthening its position.
Documentation in the way of fmancial reports and audits follow.

Minimum Documentation Required
1. Audits and management letters for the three most recent fiscal years, including that for

the fiscal year ending immediately prior to the date of submission of the application.
See Attachment Q for:
Summary ofExpenditures, Educational and General Activities 1998/1999
Summary ofExpenditures, Educational and General Activities 1999/2000
Summary of Expenditures, Educational and General Activities 2000/2001

2. Information requested in Part A (sources and percentages of revenues during the past
three years, from all sources and operating expenses during the past three years,
including expenditures in auxiliary enterprises and other operations.)
See pages 50-51.

3. Assets and liabilities of the institution duting the past three years.
See pages 52-53.

4. A schedule of fund balances for the past three years.
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5. Independent audit reports for the past three years, including any summaries of reports
and auditors letters of management. (Audits should include those for corporations under
institutional control.)
6. If a proprietary institution, statements describing the amount of net worth or equity and
the amount of income for the past three years. Not applicable
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l.

CURRI~NT

FUNDS REVENUES DY SOURCE FOR TilE PAST THREE YEARS**

Source of Funds

Line

Tuition and Fees
Govermnent Appropriations**
Federal
State
Local

2
3
4

Government Grants & Contracts**
Federal umestricted
5
Federal restricted
6
State unrestricted
7
State restricted
8
9
Local unrestricted
Local restricted
10

Year 2000-2001 (est.) Year 1999~2000
Amount
o/o*
o/o*
Amount

Year 1998-1999
0
/o*
Amount

~

- ~4. 1 45

3.71

Q
$ 12,566,866
0

__Q
82.55
__Q

L_!),828
L _:!4, 104
0
623,599
$

Q
0

0. 10
0.18
_ 0
3.56
_ Q
_ 0

0.09
0.29
__Q
4. 10
__Q
__Q

45,655
353,906

0.30
2.32

$

()02. 134

_2.91

_$537,550

_ 0
83. 15
_0

_ _Q
~ 12,497,0 17

_

_ _ _ _Q

_

0.07
0.14

$ 15.2 10
L_27,963
_ _ _0
$ 543,3 14

0

3.45
_ 0
_ 0

10,795
72.0,379

0.05
3.44

_ _ __Q

$ 17,4 19,733
0

$
$
$

14,597
30, 187
0
72 1,96 1
()

Private Gifts, Grants
and Contracts**
Unrestricted
Restricted

11

$

12

L

Endowment Income**
Unrestricted
Restricted

13
14

Sales and Services**
Educational Activities
Auxiliary Enterprises

16

Hospitals***

17

0

Borrowed Funds

18

_ _ _Q

Other Sources**

19

$

Independent Operations

20

15

___Q

_o

_

0

$
$

10,698

__Q

0
0

.Q
0

10,7 18
0.05 $
6.61 t i l81, 180

1, 384~lli

28,727

$
$

_0
_

0

_Q,H

3.52

()

81.88

_
_

()

Q
0

.$~52§.8

0.26
2.53

Q
0

__Q
__Q

;!i___l:U40
~)5,922

0.23
5.95

0
0

0.07
7.74

39,909

0

_

Q

()

__Q

-- Q

_

()

0

__Q

44,295

0.29

()

__Q

L

49,359

__Q

Q

J 00.0

$_l_i,26 1,872

0.32
_

0

$

TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS
(sum of lines 1-20)

$..._40,950,922

100.0 $ 15,222,776

100.0

**Docs not include College of Marine Science, College of Nursing, Florida Institute of Oceanography or the
Children 's Research Institute · hosted programs at USF St. Petersburg.
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CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS IIOR PAST THREE YEARS**

Function of Expenditures

Education & General
Instruction
Research
Public Service
Academic Suppm1
Libraries
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operation & Maintenance
Scholarships & Fellowships
From Unrestricted Funds
From Restricted Funds
Mandatory Transfers
Non-mandatory Transfers
TOTALEDUC. &GEN.
EXPEND. & TRANSFERS
(sumoflines 1-12)
Auxiliary Enterprises
Mandatory transfers
Non-mandatory transfers
Hospitals
Mandatory transfers
Non-mandatory transfers
Independent Operations
Mandatory transfers
Non-mandatory transfers
Other (Specify)
TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS
EXPEND. & TRANSFERS
(swn of lines 1-20)

Line

Year 2000-2001 (est.) Year 1999-2000
Amount
%
/\mount
%

Year 1998-1999
Amount
%

I
2
4
5
6
7
8

$7,723,924
$ 1,303,337
$
0
$ 1,502,0 15
$ 1, 192,680
$ 1,220,948

39.03
6.59
0.00
7.59
6.03
6.17

$ 1' 123,628
$ 1,102.585
$ 1,004,8 16

$6,202,620
$ 282,393
()
$
$ 1,049.693
$ 1,201,6 18
$ J,CH2,061

$ 1.662,6 17
$3 ,01 6,892

8.40
15.24

$ 1,408,558
$2,526,277

9
10
11
12

$
$
$
$

13

$ 17,690,334

89.38

14
15

$ 1,250,235

6.32

$

987,663

6.55

$

0

0.00

$

0

0.00

$
$

16
17

$
$

0
0

0.00
0.00

$
$

0
0

0.00
0.00

$
$

18

$
$
$

0

0.00

0

0

0.00
4.29

$
$
$

0.00
0.00
0 .03

$
$
$

3

19
20

0

0.00

0
67,921

0.00
0.34

()

0.00

8·~ 9,6-IS

$ 19,792,133

100.00

$6,364,907
$ 495,X48
$
0

$
$
$
$

42.21
3.29
0.00
7.45
7.31
6.66
9.34
16.75

$ 1,475,397
$2,28·~,492

42.31
1.93
0.00
7.16
8.20
7.11
10.06
15.58

0

0.00

$

0

0.00

0
59,582

0.00
0.40

0.00
1.43

0

0.00

$
0
$ 209.076
0
$

$ 13,747,350

93.77

$ 14,086,20 I

0
5,077

$ 1 5,078,9-~ 1

93.42

0.00

766,032

5.22

0

0.00

0
()

0.00
0.00

0
0
148,066

0.00
0.00
1.01

100.00 $ 14.661,418

100.00

**Docs not include College of Marine Science, College of Nursing, Florida Institute of Oceanography or the
Children's Research Institute - hosted programs nt USF St. Petersburg.
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FlNANCIAL RESOURCES
Please refer to College and University Business Administration, current edition* for definitions of the
fund categories used in this section. Audits of Colleges and Universities and Audits ofNot-For-Profit
Organizations, published by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants may also be referred
to as a supplemental source of definitions.
*Available from:

National Association of College and Univea-sity Business Officers
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

2. Please provide, with appropriate detail for the past three years, the following applicable
supplementary schedules:

A. Summary of investments
All investments are made through the Florida State Treasury and the State Board of
Administration in accordance with the provisions of Sections 215.515 and 215.49,
Florida Statutes. Since the University does not hold any specific investments as part of
the State Treasury pool, it is not possible to identify specific investment types.
However, the State Treasury is limited as to the type of investments into which it may
enter. Florida Statute 18.10 which identifies these investments follows on pages 20a
and 20b.
Year
1998-1999
1999-2000
2000-2001

Amount oflnvestments
$101,816
$478,687
$307,626

B. Summary of property, plant and equipment
Category
Land
Land Improvements
Buildings
Furn. & Equi£1nent
Library Resources
& Other Fixed
Assets
Total

1998-1999
500,000
1,527,691
30,357,113
2,327,752
655,550

1999-2000
500,000
1,640,088
38,396,876
1,981,220
1,069,956

2000-2001
500,000
1,656,035
38,458,494
2,272,247
1,561,558

$35,368,106

$43,588,140

$44,448,334

It should be noted that the State of Florida changed the capitalization level for state
property from $500 to $1,000 during the 1999-2000 fiscal year. This accounts for the
reduction in furniture and equipment fi:om the 1998-1999 fiscal year to the 1999-2000
fiscal year.
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C. Schedule of long-term debt
USF St. Petersburg had no long-term debt during the three-year period 1998-200 I.
D. Schedule of short-term debt
USF St. Petersburg had no short-term debt during the three-year period 1998-2001.
E. Schedule of disbursements and/or dividends to stockholders or owners.
USF St. Petersburg is a state institution and, as such, has no principal stockholders
and/or disbursements to stockholders or owners.
F. A list of the names of the principal stockholders
USF St. Petersburg is a state institution and, as such, has no principal stockholders
and/or disbursements to stockholders or owners.
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